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STORY FROM THE SEA.
BY RICHARD

B.

STANLEY,

'97.

T was the first day of week and
year, a Sabbath New-Year's day,
and a blustering one it was, too. If,
as some say, Sunday and New Year
omen future weather, the week and
year following this day must have been
rough indeed. Straight from the northwest blew the gale, tossing up the mad
white-caps and sending the "merrymen"
lolling in over the beach stretches or
dashing and pounding on cliff and reef.
Merchantmen and fishing crafts turning, fled before it, and lucky the vessel
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that could drop anchor in some sheltering harbor. Thus driven before the
gale came the Mary Hendricksen
(named after the captain's wife), a
fugitive from the sea, into the spacious
harbor of a little forsaken town on our
Maine coast.
Captain Hendricksen breathed a sigh
of relief as bis ship stood steady under
him. " It isn't, boys, that we've been
in very much danger; we don't care
for that. I've been pulled out of the
grip of death such as would have taken
the life out of most men, and you know,
boys, who I say did it. Sometimes God
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doesn't steer us as near the breakers,
without tacking, as he does others."
You would know Captain Hendricksen
was a good man, a kind husband and
father, and a master whom his crew
would love, obey, and respect, to look
in his honest old Swede face. Once he
must have been tall and square, his hair
and beard fair, and his complexion
smooth and ruddy. He was tall now,
but his shoulders were slightly rounded,
his hair was white and his face scarred
and seamed. But the sunny smile, with
white teeth and twinkling eyes, was
there yet. A jollier old sea-dog never
trod ship's deck. There may have been
rough places in his life, however.
On shore the wind blew no less
fiercely, but the billows were wanting
underneath, and the sun shone brightly
or stars twinkled merrily overhead, so
the landsmen said it was a good blow
and put their hats on tighter, that was
all. One man on shore, though, thought
of the wind more than once. For among
other of its sportful doings it loosened
one of the dosed blinds of Deacon Israel
Bingham's bedroom window and sent
it bang against the side of the house.
Deacon Israel Bingham, formerly known
as Captain, known as Deacon now from
gathered age, dignity, and church position, retired seacaptain, widower, sixtyeight years old, and living on the interest
of his money, awoke with a start and
leaped from bed. Was it the sudden
crash or the howling wind that made
the Deacon's cheek white, his lip to
tremble, his hand uncertain, and his
movements hasty as if to escape a
dreaded presence ? Or had the Deacon
been dreaming? Perhaps he had. A

dream of past and present grotesquely
mixed, his own children playing with
their children and with those of his boyhood and himself among them, playing
on shipboard, and then the ship driving
before the gale toward the breakers ;
then this crash, himself unable to move,
a captain now, and his wife, long dead,
to save. It might have been some such
dream as this, for a dream is a weird
thing, full of strange unrealities which
seem too real, and there was that in the
Deacon's look and talk to show that his
waking had been from troubled sleep.
Deacon Hingham was talking to himself, incoherently at times, but evidently
of days long past brought vividly to
mind. " I thought God had forgiven
me that crime and I thought I had made
myself forget it. I am sure I have not
thought of it for years. How many
times have I asked God to blot it out
of 1113' remembrance ! And I have stood
a friend with hand and purse all my life
long since that fearful night, to every
man who sails the sea. Hut even now
1 see that night as if it were this I have
just slept through, and that crash was
when our fishing craft struck the reef
at the Hanks and there was shrieking
and crying like that of the wind I hear
now. Ah, it was an awful night. I shall
never, never forget it.
After breakfast, when the meeting
with those of his household had somewhat (piieted him, the Deacon went
back to his room and purposely reviewed
the horrors of that night so many years
ago, for try as he would they stuck in
his mind and he could fight them best
this way. " I was only twenty then
and it was my first fishing cruise. For
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my father said I must learn the sea, till we were out of hearing and his cries
and my first lesson was in the school- had blended and disappeared in the
room before the mast from the rope's harmonies of the winds. I have never
end of a rough old fisherman from New ceased to hear those cries, and, for all
Bedford. Strange that, in all my life at I know, in everlasting fires even now
sea, from common sailor to the captain he may be calling me down to perdition.
and owner of ships, in this first voyage He was a surly fellow, an infidel to all
I should have done my only wrong to a appearances; and I think from somefellow-seaman. God knows that I have where in Scandinavia, though he was
done my best to atone that wrong. To so sullen none of us knew. But I have
every means that can lighten the lives prayed God for him, I have caused his
of those who go to sea, to every sailor name to be remembered by generous
who has asked of me, I have been gen- gifts, I have even caused masses to he
erous beyond my means. God has sung for his soul. I have lived alone
accepted this in His name and in the with this haunting vision, for the sailors
name of that man, and has not forgiven did not see my blow. I shall not answer
me. Let me see. We were driving for it here, and—" The Deacon rose
before the gale up at the Banks some- and paced the room.
All day long the Deacon paced, back
where in the darkest night, I think, I
ever remember. We had lost two of and forth. As he passed the window
our boats and one man overboard, our he would look out over the harbor and
sails were ribbons, and the water came see the Mary Hendricksen lying safe at
in through the strained seams of the her anchorage, and no small wonder
ship's hull and washed in over the sides ; would drift into his thoughts. For one
then we struck the sunken reef that might stand at that window for weeks
ends so many a good craft. We had and months and watch the white sails,
been dazed by fear of the darkness and glorious in the sun or dark in cloud or
storm ; we were frantic madmen now mist, pass and repass, homeward or
in the added fear of certain death. outward bound, and yet never see one
Shrieking and cursing and praying, we enter that harbor. The Deacon stayed
rushed madly for that one boat the away from church this morning, and
waves had left us, each man for himself every one of the little congregation
against all the others. Somehow we Inquired, "Where's the Deacon?" as
got it launched and the men tumbled in they would have if the pulpit or organ
any way till 1 and one more were left or gilded chandelier of lamps were
each struggling with the other, for the missing, for the Deacon was a fixture.
boat would hold but one and the men As it grew dark, however, he put on
were pushing off. Then in my fury I his great.coat to go to the evening
snatched an iron pin from the deck and prayer-meeting. "I am a whited sepstruck him down, leaped into the boat ulchre," he muttered as he went out.
On the Mary Hendricksen the sailors
and left him there. He was not stunned,
and rising up, hurled curses after us had been busy since she dropped her
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anchors, and when darkness fell she
was tight and ship-shape. The Captain
had omitted the Sabbath services he
was usually so punctilious about, and
now, as the men gathered in the forecastle, he stepped in among them.
"What say, hoys, if we go ashore
to-night to the church up yonder?"
And every man said, "Aye, aye, sir,
we'll go." " Then draw lots for watch,"
said the Captain, " and the rest clear
away the boat. Every man look his
hest, too." Swiftly and silently as a
thought in the mind the hoat left the
ship's side with a low good-bye to the
lonely guard. Up to the slimy, timeworn landing it glided, and quietly the
men marched to the white church. It
was still blowing hard anil very dark
when they entered the door.
It was a plain country prayer-meeting ; a simple gathering together of
friends and neighbors, where parson
and elder might speak the words of
grace, unconsciously perhaps repeating
like automatons week in and week out
the same prayer and same hit of testimony. Deacon Hingham had his prayer
with the rest, and prayed it to-night as
usual. Then he spoke his customary
stint, vaguely alluding to past sins ; the
Deacon had quieted down, though, since
morning, and avoided particularizing.
In fact it was a meeting in no way out
of the ordinary except for the little
knot of sailor strangers gathered in the
back seats, with Captain Ilendricksen's
white head in their midst.
Last of all to speak was Captain
Hendricksen, rising up in the place
among his crew. Every one in the little
room listened. There was a slight accent

in his voice of the Swedish of his boyhood. "You sec me, friends, in here
to-night, and it isn't a very common
sight either to sec a captain right from
his ship stand up in a meeting like this.
Hut though a stranger here, it isn't a
new thing for me. What I'm going to
tell you I've told many a time, and
many a sailor's braced up and been a
man for the healing of it." Then Captain Hendricksen went on over a story
very similar to the Deacon's in the
morning, only the " I" of the Captain
was that man left to go down with a
fated ship, unlit to die, cursing God and
cursing man. " You blame me ! Why,
friends, I was an infidel; I never believed in God; I never believed any
good of man, and was there that in
seeing one's comrades desert him there
to make me look away at that tossing
boat kindly? lint I was fond of life,
savagely fond of it. I made myself a
tloat as I could, and when the ship
broke, it bore me up. Ah, that night,
and the wind and rain and darkness
and giant waves ! I clung desperately
to my only hope, but my courage was
going fast. Then I thought, ' If there
is a God,' and I thought of mission
sermons I had heard ; then I remembered an old sailor I never took much
stock in, saying as how he was in a like
fix once and God had rescued him.
Thus I thought it out and decided to
ask Him. I didn't know what to say,
I don't know as I said anything, for it
don't make much difference; you can
feel a prayer as well as you can say or
think one. Maybe that felt prayer
didn't have anything to do with it;
some men have laughed at me for say-
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ing it had ; but I was picked up after
riding that dreadful night out. When
I saw that ship that took me in, I knew
that there was a God and that lie had
forgiven me all and taken me out of
the sea as Christ did one of his own
wayward followers who was something
like me, I think. Those men who left
me with the ship were forgiven, too;
for if I could do it, who could not?
They must have gone down, for I never
have seen or heard of one of them
since."
Deacon Bingham may have been
white in the morning, but he was rosy
then to his pallor now. He rose mechanically, and walking to the back of
the room, grasped the seaman's arm.
A stillness was in the room. "Do you
know me, Hendricksen ? It was I who
struck you down, and you say after
years I am forgiven. My God, is it
possible? Captain Hendricksen rose
and placed his rough hand on the
Deacon's shoulder. " Remember you ! "
he said, " Yes. And I have said that
as I forgave you, so God has tenfold.
It lias haunted me that that boat went
down under my curse. Thank God that
you know in life that I take it away."
The simple benediction had a new

significance to two men that evening.
And when these two like brothers left
the church together, the wind had gone
down and the night was flooded with
moonlight. " It is a beautiful NewYear's night," said the Deacon. " Beautiful," responded the Captain.
One-sixteenth of the college students
in the country are studying for the
ministry.

MY PROFESSOR.
A SKKTCH.

'98.
rtlfollEN I first saw my Professor he
was walking along the village
street, a slight figure, head bent, eyes
looking down. He seemed always to
be thinking, thinking. One could pass
him many times without his knowledge.
I regarded him with fear, he was so
wise and silent; but one day, suddenly
recognizing me, his blue eyes brightened and his face lighted up with a
smile, as he said : "So this is the little
girl." After that we were very good
friends.
In the winter, 1 came to live in the
same house with him. On pleasant
mornings, he took me over the shining
crust, up the hills, into the very heart
of the country. It was then, away from
all narrowing, depressing influences,
that, be was at his best. Sometimes
he walked silently, absorbed in his
thoughts ; at others he told me wonderful stories of the Gray Women and of
Pandora and the magic box, or drew
from me my childish fancies and listened patiently to all my grievances and
joys. It was this sympathy and personal interest which attracted me, and
drew the best that was in me to him.
One day, standing on a hill-side,
under the shadow of the pine trees, he
showed me a beautiful vision. In the
valley below was the little town, half
buried in the snow-drifts. Beyond were
scattered low farm-houses, clinging to
ranges of hills, rising one behind the
other. Clumps of dark green fir and
pine trees stood out against the glistening white. Behind all, the blue peaks
BY SADIE MAY ISRACKKTT,

c
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of Tararattle, Hurricane, and Tom
seemed to float with the clouds. I had
seen this landscape many times ; but
now it sprang to life, became a part
of me.
Under the gentle influence of my Professor, a thousand things took shape
and beauty, the pine cones, the old
trees and gray rocks, the frost pictures
on the window panes—common tilings
which in my careless childhood I did
not see until he gave me eyes.
We used to sit in the twilight listening while he repeated the pretty, jingling " One-Horse Shay " and other hits
from his favorite poets. In the long
winter evenings we read aloud "The
Princess," " Mosses from an Old
Manse," "Old Mortality."
He never told me to read a particular
book, but touched them lovingly, and
thus roused my curiosity in them.
Our school was small, and our schoolroom was the Professor's library, a
corner room with large windows opening upon a wide piazza. One side of
the loom was lined with many books
upon rough, unpainted shelves. An
open tire gave a warm home look to
the room.
Here on wild winter days the small
school gathered. The big boys, fitting
for college, came tramping in, and carelessly shaking the snow from their great
coats, settled at once to work. The
girls, wrapped in shawls and buffaloes,
came with the jingle of bells; and
the thoughtless, mischievous little boys,
laughing and scuffling, sometimes tumbling quite out of sight in the big drifts.
We had always great freedom in our
school-room, and plenty of chance for

individual development. Instead of Geography we read the foreign news in
the London Times and similar papers,
looking up in an atlas the places mentioned. We studied physiology from
simple talks, pictures, and stories. The
one lesson in composition was to write,
write, write.
There were no rigid rules, no stated
methods ; but those of us who wished
to study found our lessons easy and
attractive. It was an ideal school
except those naughty small hoys. How
they wearied the heart of the gentle
teacher! He would not punish them,
and they knew no other law.
One of the sacred memory pictures
of my childhood is of that quiet library.
The young men soberly bending over
their work, at the long table in front of
the south-east windows; the girls in
different parts of the room, reading
with earnest, sympathetic faces ; and
in a corner, the rosy-cheeked small
boys, iu eager whispers plotting hidden
mischief. In a chair before the open
fire, his head bent forward and his
dreamy eyes wandering past his pupils
out, far out, into the unknown—my
Professor!
We none of us understood or appreciated my Professor ; but we loved him,
and learned, unconsciously, some of the
wisest and deepest truths ; and when he
went awa}', the memory of him clung
about our choicest books and thoughts.
There is a growing interest in America over the Olympic games which are
to be held at Athens. It is hoped that
an American team will contend for the
olive wreaths, which are the prizes.
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY OF
YOUTH.
BY GERTRUDE LOUISE MILLER,

'!K>.

W*IIK period of childhood is passive ;
JJ its growth unconscious. We see
in the child, as in the budding flower,
da}' by day new faculties unconsciously
unfolded, new capabilities developed.
But there comes a time when individual
responsibility becomes a factor in every
life.
Behold the youth who has left the
golden days of childhood, as he stands
on the threshold of a new life. Individual responsibility first presents itself
to him in the form of a definite purpose.
A ship setting out for sea has its
course already mapped out, and sails
directly for its destination. Shall any
young person starting out on the ocean
of life do less than this, and without
thought as to his course and destination,
become simply driftwood on the river
of Time?
As the youth enters the arena
of life individual responsibility comes
slowly toward him with the choice of
his life work. He must needs ask himself : " What am I best fitted to do? "
In this choice the individual is aided
by his own nature. He has special
aims and special aptitudes ; but it is
his duty to choose the highest work of
which he is capable.
"A world of Chance!" the dreamer
savs. But let the dreamer awake, let
him behold the mystery, the solemnity,
the grandeur of existence. Everywhere let him behold the hand of the
Great Architect. Then will he realize
that life is governed by fixed laws.
Every flower, every leaf, has its place.

So, in the divine plan, each has a particular place for which he is responsible. " Know Thyself " was the maxim
of Thales, the old Greek realist.
Not only the object, but the duty of
man, is to grow. We are all acquainted
with the parable of the talents. Every
faculty that we possess is a talent for
which we are responsible. It must be
improved or lost. It is not by sitting
still and dreaming that the prizes in
life are won. The goddess of fortune
has placed the best things in life beyond
the reach of indolence. That which is
worth having is worth working for.
Let the youth remember that success
is not attained by great deeds, but by
constant endeavor. Michael Angelo
was one day explaining to a visitor
what he had done to remedy defects
in a certain statue. " Hut these are
only trifles," remarked the visitor. " It
may be so," replied the sculptor, " but
recollect that trifles make perfection,
and perfection is no trifle."
Behold individual responsibility in
the garb of habit. Day by day youth
is unconsciously forming habits whose
iron chains will become harder and
harder to break. So, the question
comes pressing upon each one : What
sort of habits am I forming? Will
they bring to me honor or shame?
Again, individual responsibility appears to the youth in the use of time.
The progress of time ! What is more
mysterious, and yet, what more common. The Past! The Present! Eternity—countless ages loom up before
us. Our minds are lost in labyrinths
of confusion as we try to fathom the
beginning and end of time. Let the
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youth remember that he can live only
once. What is done, is done forever.
The record which he is to-day writing
on life's tablet can never he changed
or erased.
The world is to-day calling for men
who can think. Bat youth seems afraid
of individual responsibility in thought.
It is afraid to leave the old, well-beaten
paths. Public opinion is its conscience.
Hut he who would he true to himself
must be true to his convictions. What
would have been the result if Luther,
George Fox, John Wesley, had not
heeded the voice of their consciences?
Hut not only is the youth responsible
for the use he makes of his own life,
but he is, in part, responsible for the
lives of those around him. There is
something solemn and fearful in the
thought that every act, every word,
leaves an impression which not even
the waves of the sea could wipe out.
Finally, youth is responsible to the
world, for the civilization of the world
is the civilization of the individual.
Let the youth be not easily satisfied.
Let him heed that voice which is constantly urging him forward, bidding
him advance higher and higher until,
finally, having passed through the valleys of sorrow and defeat, he stands on
the pinnacle of the truest success.
Are you ricli in the years of bright gold,
Yet untold ?
Do they leisurely go
Like a dream that is fair,
Or a prayer?
Oh, be wise; use them well!
You shall know
How the years, growing shorter, with good can
increase,
And a life at the end be
Transfigured with peace.

EARTH'S BATTLE FIELDS.
BY OLIVER

F.

CUTTS,

'96.

BEHOLD a crescent-shaped plain,
rugged mountains surrounding its
outer edge and extending close down
to the water at the horns of the bay.
Upon this plain are encamped the Persian hosts; in the mountains above
watches the courageous band of Athenians. The power of giving battle lies
with the Greeks, as the Persians dare
not attempt to storm the heights. At
length the Athenian generals resolve
upon an attack, and Miltiades leads the
dauntless patriots against their surprised yet contemptuous foe. Hehold
the desperation, the madness of handto-hand conflict. Hear the sharp crack
of the broken spear and javelin, the
crash of the short sword and battleaxe, the yells of the frenzied combatants, the agonizing groans of the dying.
The struggle is for freedom, home, and
native land, and the little band of
eleven thousand patriots are victorious
over an invading host of nearly ten
times their number.
Passing over an interval of fifteen
hundred fifty years, again view the
scene of a famous battle. On the Sussex coast of England, the Norman and
Saxon armies struggle fiercely for the
mastery. Skill in generalship, discipline, and superiority in troops decide
the result, and England rapidly advances in civilization and prosperity
under the rule of the Normans.
The years glide away until there are
seen the military powers of Europe
combined to crush the gigantic designs
of that wonderful "man of destiny."
Fate and chance combine against their
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former king, and amid the glorious
radiance of the setting sun, the disordered, hopeless ranks of Napoleon's
magnificent army llec, panic-stricken,
before the victorious forces of the
allies.
Imperishable are the lessons of these
hard-fought, representative battles;
world-wide their results. Marathon is
synonymous with courage and patriotism fighting in defense of liberty.
Hastings made possible the Englishspeaking race. Waterloo established
the law that no one man can rule the
world, and demonstrated that human
affairs are guided by the continual balancing of power.
Military battles have always been
lost or won before a blow was struck
or a shot was fired. Napoleon's victories were achieved on the eve of battle,
when his brain was the battle-ground,
his thoughts the combatants. In all
contests of a like nature the actual
struggle occurred, not upon the green
carpet of Mother Earth, under the
cheering rays of a glowing sun, but in
the prolific brain of some inflexible,
unconquerable leader of men.
Grand is the fairly-fought, hard-won
victory of physical courage anil endurance, when even the passive spectator
is aroused by the thrill of enthusiastic
life, until the hot blood leaps and
surges through his veins, and his straining eye and hushed breath bear witness
to his deep concern ; infinitely more
grand is the self-sacrificing triumph
of intellect over matter, of good over
evil, of life over death. The fame of
such victories never dies. Contemporaries may sneer, may oppose, may
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throw themselves, frenzied, beneath the
remorseless wheels of truth's advancing
chariot, but civilization still rolls onward. The brain of Martin Luther
was a battle field where reason contended with habit, and where freedom
of thought and abhorrence of evil obtained a victory over ignorance and
superstition. Such a contest required
vastly more courage than do the united
efforts of trained bodies of troops.
Luther opposed the convictions of his
soul and the fertility of his brain against
the long-established and tyrannical rule
of the Pope. History awaited the outcome of the struggle. Upon it depended
the English nation, English puritanism,
Parliament, the French Revolution, the
American Constitution, American freedom, and the civilization of to-day.
Was it not one of the great battles of
the world ?
There are other familiar examples of
mind battles. Doubt struggled with
conviction, arguments by platoons, by
companies, by regiments were hurled
against the fortress of justice and freedom, before the Emancipation Proclamation announced to the world that a
mighty battle had been fought and won
in the brain of history's great liberator.
All are familiar with the results of this
silent victory; all are proud of the
brain that achieved it, and rejoice in
the freedom of a downtrodden race.
Although bitterly opposed by their
countrymen, Newton and Copernicus
won a victory over doubt, ignorance,
and bigotry, and revealed to mankind
the marvelous laws of gravitation and
the divine plan of the solar system.
Originating in the brain of Charles
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Darwin, the contest for the truths of
evolution has constantly widened, until
now the world is its battle-ground, and
the triumph of the truth is assured.
These peaceful battles are not fought
out during any one period or in any one
country ; they have been waged throughout the ages and are still being fiercely
contested. Wherever a radical change
in customs or manners has occurred, it
has been effected only after a long
struggle. The tendency of mankind is
to move along contentedly in the old
ruts, audit is only by severe exertion and
contention that old-fogyism is transformed to genius. Parliamentary floors,
congresses, and state houses are the
battle fields of to-day. Here are fought
battles similar to those Demosthenes
and Cicero waged against the enemies
of their country. It was in the halls of
Parliament that the manly and gentle
spirit, the powerful intellect, the brilliant oratory, and the masterly statesmanship of Richard Cobden achieved

a world-famous victory for the poor
people of England, greatly benefited
his country by the commercial relations
which he negotiated with France, and
conferred a blessing upon humanity by
their embodiment in his own unselfish,
patriotic life.
These are the battle fields of the
past; they are familiar to all. What
of tiie battle-fields of the future? The
days of war are over, and no longer
shall flesh be torn and blood be spilled
to settle differences of the mind. Industry shall advance ; arts shall flourish.
The poet shall sing ; the artist, inspire ;
the orator, arouse; the statesman, direct. There shall be faultless unity and
peace. Nation shall not rise up against
nation, nor kingdom against kingdom,
but differences shall be settled in peace,
even as they arise in peace, and civilization shall yet witness the great victory
which the peoples of the earth shall
achieve over selfish prejudice and international feuds.

I^atos 1/srss.
SUNRISE.

THE SNOW-STORM.

The golden sunbeams deck the sky
Where not long since, in sorrow,
The pale moon wept with circled eye,
As fearing for the morrow.

Through the hushed air, thickly falling,
The snow floats gently down,
And a slow, white film is creeping
Over meadows, waste and brown.

The rosy cloudlets greet the morn
And usher in the day;
And sparkling in the early dawn
The dew-drops gem the way.

The glory of Spring and the Summer,
And Autumn's golden light
Seem fading away forever,
As a dream fades into night.

behold, behold, on yonder hill
The stately tree-tops tower!
While happy little songsters trill
Sweet music from their bower.

From the cold gray twilight stealing,
I hear a whispered breath
Of wonderful sad compassion,—
The voice of the Angel of Death.

And glistening spires gleam tall and fair
'Gainst purple-tinted sky,
While lofty roofs of structures rare
Rise proudly up on high.
><)<),

" The joy of life," he murmurs,
" The beauty of life doth cease;
And I fold Earth's weary children
Ueneath my wings of peace."

•
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O'er my soul a gentle sadness
Drifts down with the flakes of snow,
Till my life seems a frozen garden
Where the sun shone long ago.
—G. M. C, 'in.
WAS IT ALL A DREAM?

•*\

" Was it all a dream? Was it all a dream? "
I said as I woke from slumber deep,
And thought of the vision, so strangely real,
That had filled my mind in my hours of sleop.
'Twas a dream I had often dreamed before—
Sleeping or waking, 'tis all the same—
Day-dreams and night-dreams, they haunt me
still,
Leaving a longing no tongue can name.
So all through life, as we turn and look
On the hopes that once so bright did seem,
We ask ourselves in the same old way,
" Was it all a dream? Was it all a dream? "
— L'ECKIVAILLKUR, '9-.

A TWILIGHT THOUGHT.
The hills were wrapped in twilight's veil,
The Face* was lit with glory,
The lake and Notch I'll not describe,
The place is old in story.
I know not why I sought the, rock,
Where outward flows the water
In slender thread from Profile Lake,
The White Hills' fairest daughter.
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The sombre shades came softly down,
No sound save ripples playing
Upon the rim of golden sand
O'er which my feet were straying.
The tree-toad struck his dismal note,
The hills their light were losing,
The brooklet's life was in my mind,
And thus I fell to musing:
" In haste this pure stream leaves its home
For many miles of roaming,
Impatient beats the moss-capped rocks
And Hecks the pools with foaming.
" Each town through which its waters flow
Defiles its hill-born sweetness,
It meets the sea at end of life
Bereft of all its ineetness.
" O can this pure outgoing stream,
In shortened leaps so nimble,
This dew distilled from mountain air,
Of childhood be the symbol ?
" And when my skiff shall cross the bar
Of Time's Eternal Ocean,
Will it be freighted as this stream
With life's driftwood in motion ?
" Is this the lesson I'm to learn
From Nature's work around me,
Will breath of life depart this clay
Far worse than when it found me?"
—W. S. C. R., '95.

♦Old Man of the Mountain, Franconia Notch,
N. II.

LioGal.
She gave him the mitten at half-past ten,
And he tore his hair anil cried in pain;
But just as the bells, with clash and din,
Ushered the morn of the Leap-Year in,
She respectfully asked it back again.

Are you using the " Harvard" notebook?
The Class of '99 is glad to welcome
Miss White, ex-'96, and Miss Berry,
ex-'97, as members.
Students who passed the vacation in
town welcomed the New Year at Cheney

Hall as guests, by surprise, of Miss

Mary Buzzell, '97.
Hurt W. Carr, ex-'97, now Dartmouth, '97, paid a Hying visit to the
college during vacation.
son, '98, keeps up the musical
reputation of his tuneful antecedent;
and Parker Hall reaches for its javelin.
Among the improvements which Instructor Bolster will introduce in the
gym this winter is apparatus for basket
ball and hand polo.
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The Juniors are quite agreed that, if
the politician belongs anywhere in the
industrial order, it is to the commercial
class.
The New Year was ushered in by a
merry party of students at the home
of Miss Hewins, on the evening of
December 31st.
In the Zoo.
Professor—How can
an animal who has not the power of
locomotion get food? Bright Senior—
Has it brought to him.
The young ladies in the Political
Economy Class were somewhat at a
loss to define the economic man. How
would they define the economic woman ?
A beautiful
man's "Christ
the reception
the gift of the

carbon crayon of Hoffin the Temple" adorns
room of Cheney Hall,
alumna' of the college.

We heartily welcome back to college
Thompson, '1)0, our popular base-ball
manager. Mr. Thompson was dangerously sick most of last term with
typhoid fever.
Mrs. Lincoln, of cook-book fame,
enlightened Pates co-eds and otherwise
on the uses and misuses of the chafingdish in a lecture in the Main Street
Free Paptist Church, January 10th.
Work in the gym began promptly
on Thursday of the first week. The
hours for the various classes are as follows : Ladies, 1.80-2.80 ; Sophomores,
2.45-3.30; Juniors, 3.40-4.20; Freshmen, 4.80-5.15.
The executive committee of the
local debating league recently formed,
in conjunction with the Faculty, have
selected A. P. Howard, J. S. Durkee,

and C. E. Milliken to represent Pates
in the discussion with Colby.
Pates co-eds received Christmas
greetings from Colby sisters in the
form of an owl in cap and gown.
Very typical, young ladies, of your
monopoly in wisdom, in these two
colleges at least.
The students of the College and
Divinity School listened to an entertaining lecture on the afternoon of the
10th inst. by Rev. Dr. H. S. Bun-age
of Portland, editor of Zion's Advocate,
on " The Famous Orators whom I have
heard." Sumner, Webster, Lincoln,
Choate, Everett, Phillips, and Curtis
were discussed at some length.
The union meeting of the two literary
societies at the beginning of the winter
term has become an established thing.
The two societies came together in large
numbers the first Friday evening of
the present term and an unusually
interesting literary and musical programme was carried out. An informal
social followed. Such occasions cannot fail to check the growth of that
undesirable feature of college life—
society feeling.
We are glad to learn that Professor
Stanton is to be relieved of over-work
in the class-room. Mr. John Edward
Dinsmoie of Auburn has been engaged
as assistant in Greek. Mr. Dinsmoie
graduated from Powdoin in 1883. He
served as assistant at Hallowell Classical Institute for three years and has
since been principal of Fryeburg and
Lincoln Academies. He comes well
prepared for his work, having spent a
year at the American School in Athens.
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At the union mooting of the literary
societies opportunity was taken to present the matter of having a drama this
winter, similar to the one a year ago,
under the auspices of the two societies
and for the benefit of the athletic association. It seemed to be unanimous
that under wise management the undertaking could be made a success. A
motion was carried that two committees, one from each society with
the presidents of the societies as chairmen, have the entire management in
charge.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the New Enghind Intercollegiate Debating League, December
27th, it was decided to hold the parliamentary debating contests between
Hates and Colby February 27th, at
Lew is ton. The question for discussion
is: " Resolved, That the free and unlimited coinage of 'silver at the ratio
of l(i to 1, should be the financial
policy of our country." Bates lias
the negative. The winner of this contest will meet Tufts College April 16th.
Wesleyan University and Boston University will break lances on the same
date as the Bates-Colby event.
Quondam things have gone for good;
Committees sit no more;
Drop your 'sense in the hox of wood
That hangs on the library door.

Cheney Hall was filled with a merry
company on the evening of the 13th
inst., the occasion being the midwinter
social of the Main Street A. F. C. E.
Society. It was the first time that the
hall has been open to the public since
its occupancy by the young ladies, and
the majority of the students took advan-
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tage of the opportunity. Though the
company was large, the young ladies
proved genial and efficient hostesses.
The refreshments were unique, consisting of pop-corn, molasses candy, and
apples. Everybody carried away a
dainty souvenir, the work of the Cheney
Hall artist. The local editors have
overheard many of the " eds " express
the fervent wish that like occasions
may be of frequent occurrence in the
future.
Wo gehen sie inein
Sclione magd ?
Tcli gelie an das " gym "
Sie sagt.
Gehe iota mit dear mein
sehiine magd ?
Nicbt auf dem Leben, Herr,
sie sagt.

President Chase has been fortunate
in securing as instructor in history ami
economics for the winter term, Mr.
Frederick .1. Allen. Mr. Allen O"Taduated from Dartmouth in IKS!) with
honors in economies, which is bis favorite study. Since graduation he has
been employed in teaching and postgraduate work at Dartmouth. His
work, especially in the department of
history in Limerick Academy and Milford High School, has been highly
original and satisfactory. He has himself prepared a valuable text-book on
the study of United States History.
Mr. Allen comes to Bates with highest recommendations from President
Tucker of Dartmouth. His work consists of European history with the
Seniors, Political Economy with the
.Juniors, and United States History
with the Sophomores.
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Hrour[A th@ Suitors7 W&K\
7\f NEW era of progress 1ms undoubtJf%k edly dawned for Bates College.
One feels it as he walks over the campus.
The newspaper reports and magazine
articles appearing for the past year,
have all noted the fact.
" Boom, Bates, boom," the students
have lustily shouted at public meetings,
upon the campus, and as victors upon
many a well-fought field of athletic
sports. Of course these feelings must
find vent in the college magazine. It
must be in the van of all progress.
With this issue, the new board of
editors take up the work. Hopefully
we look into the editorial year. That
the STUDENT has been a leader among
the college magazines of its class, is a
record we hope to maintain. With this
end in view, we have arranged for some
new features to appear in our magazine
during the year. To avoid repetition
and a feeling of sameness, we have
changed the make-up and arrangement
of the STUDKNT. We think this will
appear to all its friends as an improvement. We hope to introduce a series
of symposia upon interesting topics,
to which some of the prominent men
and women of New England shall contribute. Our desire is to inspire each
student with the grand opportunities he
enjoys in college life, and seek to make
each issue a stepping-stone to nobler
purposes.
In this rushing, whirling age of specialties, each of us must have some
definite aim in life, and putting our
whole strength into that work, press
forward with all the enthusiasm of

youth. So the STUDENT shall have one
aim, through the whole editorial year,
and that aim shall be to bring to each
reader, each month, something of real
benefit.
We heartily respond to the greetings
of our exchanges. May success crown
their efforts. We reach out our hand
to the alumni, hoping to be welcomed
by them.
While the Junior Class is mainly
responsible for the success of the magazine, and to the co-operation of our
classmates we look for much 6f our
success, yet all the classes are responsible, all the alumni and friends of
the college are responsible, and in our
greeting,
s'
— *"--n we welcome you as fellowlaborers.
[t NOTHER Yule*-Tide has come and
gone with its thousands of glad
carols and its wondrous bursts of melody
from the chorus choir. As we look
back upon this musical season we reflect
how marvelously susceptible is the
human mind to the enchantments of
this divine art called music, how magically its charm controls, how pleasantly
and how often too the strain of some
sweet song heard returns to the mind
to bless again.
Thus it is with the sound of the
Christmas carol still ringing in our
memories and our love of music kindled
anew, that we return to the duties and
pleasures of college life more deeply
resiretting than ever that Bates has no
distinctively musical life. We believe
music should be made a prominent and
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attractive feature in such an institution
as the college, for not only is it in itself
one of the greatest of educators and
refiners, but it is needed to give warmth
and cheer to student life, which oftentimes becomes over-serious under the
strain of constant application.
We hope sometime to see the musical
interests of Hates under the charge of
a competent director, but for the present they remain entirely in the hands
of the students, who seem to lack somewhat in enthusiasm in this respect.
There is much musical talent in the
college at present, enough, we believe,
to support some good musical clubs,
and enough too to warrant a successful
season for the college band if it could
be revived.
The offer made last year by the College Club for Hates songs was not well
responded to, and it is to be regretted
that the song for which the prize was
awarded has not been placed before the
students. However, the offer of the
club has been renewed this year, and
we hope that the students will show
themselves interested in college music
by responding with a large Dumber of
loyal Hates songs.

MONG the functions of a college
m course, none is obviously more
important than the development of
what is termed a M public spirit," and
it is being well emphasized at the present. Surely no more despicable person
is met with than that cautious individual whom the spectre of the too-manyirons-in-the-fire idea haunts day and
night, and who consequently pursues
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the even tenor of his way along the
path of the college curriculum.
Yet much as the lack of public spirit
is to be deprecated, its over-cultivation
is equally bad. Nothing in college life
is more to be discouraged than the
tendency of many students, eager to
touch the life of the college at every
point, to assume responsibilities, aside
from studies, beyond their power to
meet. Inevitably their best energies
are frittered away, the work is feebly
and only half done ; the student suffers,
the organizations which he represents
suffer. It is a tendency which creeps
in so insidiously that it is hard to check ;
and it is greatly enhanced, for obvious
reasons, in a college like Hates. The
remark, commonly made in its defense,
as to the secondary nature of studies,
rarely conveys the truth it contains.
A recent book by President Timing of
Western Reserve refutes by statistics
the trite assertion that eminent men, as
a rule, ranked low in scholarship while
in college. Facts go to prove that an
overplus of public spirit, acquired in
college days, clings to one in after
years, and decrees a mediocrity of
success.
The writer is aware that in delivering
himself thus, he will be blamed by many
as criticising a condition which does
not exist; and in support of their statement, they will point to the work of the
different organizations languishing ofttimes for lack of willing lend-a-hands.
Yet the unprofitable drone thrives never
so much as when he can shift his share
of the work upon an uncomplaining,
over-worked individual. It is folly and
worse, in our zeal to conserve the

lf>
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organism, to lose sight of the nidivictuals who compose it.

Bates a high position in future debating
contests.

NTIL recently, contests between the
smaller New England colleges have
been, for the most part, on the athletic
field. Comparisons between the different colleges have been made largely
from an athletic standpoint. Each has
its definite position as shown by the
records of the track, the diamond, and
the gridiron.
But with the formation of the
New England Intercollegiate Debating League, a new standard of comparison is introduced. . The strength of
Bates as a debating college will hereafter be known as definitely as her
athletic strength. We shall probably
have regular annual debating contests
in some form, and it is for us as loyal
Bates students to make every effort in
preparation, not merely for contests in
the immediate future but also for those
in coming years. Our strength in debating depends and will depend very
largely upon the literary societies. They
are to forensic contests what the gymnasium is to athletic sports. The athlete is not developed merely by studying Physiology, nor is the debater
trained by class-room work alone.
Actual practice upon the floor of the
society room is the best road to successful debating.
Let us then regard our literary societies as fitting schools for intercollegiate debates. Aside from the priceless
opportunities which these societies have
to offer us in other ways, they are worthy
of our earnest and loyal support simply
as the means by which to secure for

pERHAPS no department of the
modern magazine meets with more
thoughtless criticism than that allotted
to advertising. We are sure, however,
that advertising as it is now carried on
is a perfectly legitimate part of periodical publications ; for they enable a distinctly higher level to be reached than
subscription receipts could possibly
allow. Advertisements attractively put
seldom fail to catch the eye of even a
chance reader, and must be productive
of results, if we may judge from the
persistent advertising of men admittedly owing their success to this very
thing. Magazines reach a distinct class
of people, oftentimes the only class to
whom a business may look for support.
Without discussing the direct or indirect returns of advertising it may be
asserted safely that non-representation
in a general business directory lessens
a firm's prestige. We believe it should
be, and in a measure is, a fact that
as the standard of a publication is, so
should be the standard of its advertisina, In the case of our own magazine
we have tried to present a list of advertisers up to the past, and we hope the
future standing of the STUDKNT worthy
the patronage of our subscribers. In
every case we are personally acquainted
with the firms represented and bespeak
for them the attention of all our readers.
Tflj^E, as students of Bates, have many
WL reasons to be proud of her, and
not the least among these are the signs
of healthful life and progress she shows.
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In the past year we have had occasion
to rejoice over improved facilities for
study, fresh religious interest and successes on the athletic field. The large
Freshman Class, the President's house
tastily fitted up as a hall for the young
ladies, the occupation of Roger Williams
Hall, a finely trained gymnastic instructor for all the young men, an
efficient librarian and the promise of a
well-arranged library, the crowded Y.
M. C. A. room every Wednesday evening, improvement in the chapel music,
and healthful interest in the literary
societies, all these things should encourage us. But best of all have been
the spirit of good-will between the
classes and between teachers and students, and the general desire for scholarship which pervades our institution.
We feel that all these successes are
due to the fidelity of our college to her
mission, and to the hearty support of
her alumni, students, and friends. And
if we would have her prosperity continued, instead of blindly aping after
the customs of other older colleges of
which they would gladly rid themselves
we as students should be loyal to the
spirit of Bates, and should be proud of
her individuality.

carried this interest to the close of life,
and one of his last acts was a subscription toward the endowment of a chair
of History.
Few of us perhaps know how much
we owe to him, for his philanthropy
was never ostentatious. Hut the influence of his life cannot fail to inspire
us as students, and we join with the
host of others whom he has helped, in
mourning the loss of a good man.
have often wondered why it was
that college boys everywhere invariably attach some nickname to professors or instructors. Taken, perhaps, from some peculiar characteristic
or expression, they descend from class
to class, from the youngest undergraduate to the oldest alumnus. Spoken
kindly by the boys in college and reverently by each graduate, they are the
names we shall always know them by.
We say we have wondered and often
framed answers for ourselves, but we
found the true answer the other day
in the opening chapter of Maclaren's
beautiful " Bonnie Briar Bush ": "Domsie [as] we called the school-master
behind his back in Dumtochty, because
we loved him."

BY the death of John P. Spaulding,
the well-known Boston merchant,
Bates has lost a staunch and loyal friend.
Although not an alumnus, he ever
maintained a lively interest in the welfare of the college. By his financial
aid, by his influence, and by his words
of encouragement at critical periods
in her history, he helped to make possible the Bates College of to-day. He

The Lasell Leaves makes the following announcement: "The Leaves will
award a prize of $15 for the best original
story between 1,500 and 2,000 words
in length, to be contributed before April
10, 18%, by the students who are resident members of any school or college."
Second and third prizes are also offered,
and the merit of the stories will be
judged by Louise Chandler Moulton.

fE
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R\UTY\T\\

D^partrriGnt.

(The alnmnl are respectfully requested t<> .send to these columns Communications, Personals,
and everything of interest concerning the college and its graduates.]

A PERSONAL TRIBUTE.
IIHE brief life of Walter A. Morton,
M.D., but recently sketched in the
STUDENT, has been to me of tender and
peculiar interest. Circumstances favored me with an intimate acquaintance
with Dr. Morton, and I cannot forbear
giving utterance to the impressions that
his somewhat pathetic career has made
upon my mind. lie was a man of rare
qualities of character. Even a slight
acquaintance with him revealed this,
There was a refinement in his nature
which appeared in all that lie said and
did. It was manifest in his dress, his
manners, the tones of his voice, his
movements, and. above all. in the
purity of his language and his life. It
is impossible to associate anything rode
or thoughtless with the memory of a
man who had a quick sense of propriety in whatever relations he might
be placed.
His excellent taste, his
sense of fitness, made him everywhere
a gentleman, even in the conventional
meaning of the term. He was eudowed by nature with what others
often acquire only by embarrassing
experience.
Nor did his good taste have any
affinjty with that affectation and overnicety to which mere surface men are
prone. He was no less remarkable for
his high purpose—his aspirations. He
aimed to exemplify the best in whatever he undertook. He was never content with hasty work, whether in study,
in composition, or in the practice of

his profession. He was appreciative
of excellence and emulated true worth
equally iu his life as a man, a student,
and a physician. Although the means
for pursuing his college and professioual studies were obtained only by
toil and struggle, he never lowered the
standard for the sake of avoiding painful effort. His goal was invariably the
best, the highest. The end once clearly
conceived, he gave all his energies
to the means. He deliberately chose
the New York College of Physicians
and Surgeons as the proper place for
pursuing his medical studies, because
he earnestly believed that it would best
help him to realize his ideal of a thoroughly educated physician. Thatcherished ideal made this finely-organized
and sensitive man superior to the prejudices, the opposition, the ill-will that
threatened to wreck his dearest hopes,
In his victories and his defeats he was
steadily true to a great life purpose—a
purpose that included not merely his
own personal prosperity but the wellbeing of his people with whom he
would gladly choose to suffer aflliction,
if only he might, in some measure, be
their deliverer from the tyranny of
civil and social bondage.
A more loyal man I never knew. He
was loyal to his friends, to his race, to
his ideals. He could not do enough
for those who loved him. He returned
every favor tenfold. Hates had no
more devoted alumnus. Honor to his
Alma Maler was a motive that never
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lost its spur, however he might bo assailed by ill-health, disappointment, or
temporary defeat.
And he had the courage of his convictions and his aspirations,—courage
to contend with a hostile climate, adverse circumstances, and had men.
For none of these did he ever lower
his standard. Horn in the "sunny
South" and never robust, he welcomed
our rigorous Maine climate because it
did not frown upon his cherished hope
of a liberal education.
Such a man cannot but respect himself and command the respect of others.
A gentleman himself, he exacted with
the proud spirit of a noble nature the
rights that are due to manhood and
citizenship. Never courting strife, he
could, if constrained by duty to self or
to others, teach the bully a wholesome
prudence. lie had. in unusual degree,
the qualities that make friends and
that win position and leadership. In
a word, he was in impulse, purpose,
and action a man.
To the traits already named add
deep religious feeling, sincere reverence for God, and a consistent Christian character with all that it implies
of helpfulness in the home, in society,
and in professional life,—and we can
see that our college has good reason to
mourn the early death of a loyal and
tenderly loved son.
G. C. C.

IN MEMORIAM.
1J BWIS ABRAM BURR, A.M., son of
ML. Rev. David C. and Jane (Metcalf)
Burr, was born in Freeport, Me., June
6, 1841), and died in Maiden, Mass.,
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December 1!», 18!)"). Mr. Burr had
been confined to his home for a few
days, and was thought to be rapidly
recovering, when pneumonia suddenly
developed with fatal results.
The
funeral services were held December
22d, at his home, and the remaius were
taken to Lexington, Mass., for interment. He was naturally a student,
and acquired an excellent common
school education before lie determined
upon a college course. His success as
a teacher, then, and his love for that
profession caused him to select, that
calling for his life work. With that
object in view, he entered Maine Central Institute, Pittslield, Me., and was
graduated from the college preparatory
course in the Class of 1H7;5. He entered
Bates that fall in the Class of 1877. It
was my good fortune to be associated
with him during his entire college
course.
He was one that quickly
impressed upon all his individuality.
Quick in thought, and quick to act, it
seemed no exertion for him to decide
at once what his course would be.
His decision once made was final. I
do not mean that he was obtrusive iu
his manner, for he was always courteous, and respected the opinion of his
classmates, yet his views were always
expressed in so decided and direct a
manner as to leave no doubt as to his
position. All respected his honesty
and good judgment. Very few have
been graduated from Bates who have
exerted a greater influence over their
associates than he, and it was always
exerted for the right.
He worked
hard in college, and aimed to thoroughly understand whatever subject he
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was pursuing. His intended profession
required exactness. Although compelled to be out of college considerably teaching, he ranked high in his
class. After graduating, Prof. Bull
taught in Lisbon, Me., for a few terms,
and then was principal of a private
school in Johnstown, Pa., until 18H:{.
He was then elected sub-principal of
the Maiden, Mass., High School, and
was connected with the Maiden schools
until 1890, when he was elected principal of a Grammar School in Chelsea,
Mass., which position he held at the
time of his death. Prof. Burr ranked
high in his profession, and was considered one of the best-equipped teachers in the state. He had been honored
by being elected President of the Middieses County Teachers' Institute.
September 7, 1878, he married Miss
Lizzie A. Dunning of Lexington, Mass.,
who, with a daughter, survives him.
To them and to the aged father, who
looked with a fond pride upon the success of his son, the sympathies of all
will go in their sad bereavement. A
dutiful son, an affectionate husband
and a loving father has passed away.
His life work is done, and well done.
His example, his influence, and the
remembrance of his many virtues will
live on. While his relatives and immediate friends will long and tenderly
mourn his early departure, his college
classmates feel that another tie has
been broken, another one of their little
band has crossed the dark river, but
the remembrance of the many virtues
of their departed classmate will linger
with them as long as life shall last.
GARDINER,

January 7, lH'.Hi.

[The following communication has been
received by President Chase.]
LEWISTON, ME., December 14,18!)5.
President G. C. Chase, D.D., IAJ.U. :
The Alumnas Association of Hates College
begs leave to present through you, to the
young women of the institution, a carbon photograph of Hoffmann's " Christ in the Temple," the same to be placed in some public
room of the College. May the picture cultivate a truly artistic taste among the students,
and also serve as the nucleus of a future art
collection for Bates.
Respectfully,
Miss MARY FRANCES ANGELL,
MRS. J. H. RAND,
MISS NELLIE B. JORDAN,
Executive Committee Alumtue Association.

POSSIBLY a word of explanation is
due the Alumna; Association as to
the course its committee has taken in purchasing the above-mentioned picture.
At the meeting of the Alumme
Association, held last June, it was
voted that its funds be expended
towards furnishing a reading-room for
the young women of the college. At
that time Cheney Hall as a dormitory
for the young women was not in existence, but during the summer vacation
it was decided to devote it to that purpose, and a general reading-room and
reception-room were equipped with all
necessary furnishings.
The desired
reading-room being provided and furnished without any assistance on the
part of the Alumna; Association, it
was thought best by the committee to
use the Alumnas funds for purchasing
books of reference for the readingroom ; but a request from the young
women of the College themselves that,
since they had no pictures whatever in
either reading or reception-room of
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Cheney Hall, and since they already
had a few hooks in the library, and
could also have access to the College
Library, we would contribute some work
of art rather than hooks for the
reading-room, led the committee to
believe that it was wisdom to grant
their request, and the result is the
exquisite photograph of Hoffmann's
"Christ in the Temple" that now
graces Cheney Hall.
It has been suggested, and it is
hoped, that the young women of the
College will themselves form a readingroom association, with a small membership fee, the proceeds of which
shall be expended to secure current
periodicals for the reading-room and
hooks for its library.
THE Twelfth Annual Banquet of the
Alumni of the College in Boston
and vicinity occurred at Young's Hotel,
December 20, 1895. There were fiftythree alumni and alumna! present,
and the wives and lady friends brought
the number up to seventy-two. This
was the largest attendance in the history of the association.
The presence of Professor Stanton,
as the guest of the occasion, was a
sufficient warrant for the crowded
tables. The main dining-room assigned
us was quickly filled, and an overflow
meeting was held in an adjoining room.
Many new faces were seen in the
assemhly, among them Haskell, '81,
recently elected principal of the Jersey
City High School; W. II. Adams, '76,
and Holden, '84, both well known and
rising physicians in their respective
fields of lahor; Woodman, '87, of
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Portland, Me., one of the prominent
lawyers of that city; and Woodrow,
'88, recently called to the pastorate of
one of the large churches at Providence, R. I.
When Professor Stanton arose to
speak, at the close of the dinner, he
was received with great enthusiasm.
His remarks were altogether characteristic of the man, and showed that the
passage of .years had not dulled or
changed that active mind and generous
nature, which never fail to leave their
impress on the students of Bates
College.
The speech-making of the evening
was of an informal nature and in a
happy vein, reminiscent and otherwise,
and the closing hour was devoted to
social intercourse and the renewal of
college ties. A shade of sadness was
also upon the assembly, as the morning
papers had brought to many, news of
the sudden death of Lewis A. Burr,
'77, a former president of the association.
Dr. Collins,'76, offered appropriate
resolutions upon his death, and the
same were adopted by a rising vote.
W. F. Garcelon, 'DO, was elected
president of the association for the
ensuing year; E. C. Adams, '76, vicepresident ; and the writer, secretary.
C. C. SMITH, '88.
THE prominent position which Bates
alumni hold in the educational
affairs of Maine was well shown at the
annual convention of the Maine Pedagogical Society, recently held in Bangor.
Papers were presented by Professor
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Hartshorn, '86, and Professor 0. H.
Drake, '81. I. C Phillips, '76, is
president of the society for the ensuing
year; Professor J. R. Dan ton, '87, is
vice-president; President G. C. Chase,
'68, is chairman of the Advisory Board.
PERSONALS.
'67.—Rev. A. II. Heath, I).I)., was
president for the year 1895 of the
Passnmpsic Congregational Club of
Vermont.
'67.—Rev. H. F. Wood of Hath,
who has just made an extensive tour of
Egypt, Palestine, and Asia Minor, has
prepared a series of lectures, to he
illustrated by 400 stereopticon views.
'73.—Professor J. P. Marston, for
several years principal of the Biddeford High School, has heen elected
principal of the Ipswich, Mass., High
School with a large increase of salary.
'74.—W. II. Ha,,,, of Jackson,
Wash, has been re-elected county
representative to the State Legislature.
Hr. Hani is a ready speaker and has
considerahle influence in the political
affairs of his state.
'71.—"Littleton, N. II.—For the
better promotion of the interests of his
church, Rev. J. II. Hoffman, the pastor,
has begun the publication of The Inkhorn, a monthly, for the dissemination of such information as may be
needed to acquaint his congregation
with matters of essential importance in
regard to the general work of the
parish."—Congregationalist.
'7.*>.—Lewis M. Palmer, M.D., has
sailed for Europe, where he will spend
six months in study and travel.

'76.—I. C. Phillips, formerly superintendent of schools at Bath, Me., has
been elected superintendent of the
Lewiston schools.
'77.—Rev. J. A. Chase is pastor of
the Unitarian Church at Houlton, Me.
'79.—E. W. Given, of the Newark,
N. J., Academy, lately read a paper on
" Certificates for Admission to College "
before the New York School-masters'
Club.
'81.—Rev. Charles W. Williams is
pastor of the Baptist Church in Harrison, Mass.
'81.—We quote the following from
the Bismarck (North Dakota) Daily
Tribune: "Superintendent W. T. Perkins, of this city, was yesterday elected
president of the State Educational
Association, which has been in session
at Grand Forks for the past few days.
Mr. Perkins has for some years been
an active member of the association,
and for the past year has been chairman of the executive committee. His
election as president is a deserved
recognition of the interest he has taken
in educational matters, and his fitness
for the position as head of the association."
'82.—William V. Twaddle, LL.B., is
practicing law in El Paso, Texas.
'84.—Mrs. Ella Knowles Haskell
lectured in the Woman's Building at
the Atlanta Exposition on the subject,
" Women in the Professions." January 27th, Mrs. Haskell will speak on
"The Environments of Women as
Related to their Progress," before the
National Convention of the North
American Women's Suffrage Association at Washington.
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'H6.—A daughter (Vida Edwina),
was born to Mr. and MJ\S. C. E. Stevens, September 18th.
'87.—Rev. Jesse Bailey is still in
very poor health, and is living for the
present at Buffalo Creek, Col.
'87.—.Miss Lura S. Stevens has
entered the training school of the
Y. W. C. A. in Boston.
'88.—C. C. Smith, Esq., has purchased a beautiful new residence in
Everett, Mass.
'88.—" Westerly, R. I.—A fellowship meeting with all the Congregational churches within twenty miles,
was hold here recently. There was a
good attendance, the subject being
Family Heading. At his last two sermons the pastor, Rev. S. II. Woodrow.
preached to a crowded house, and at
his farewell reception the parlors were
overflowed."—CongregationalUtt.
On December 4th, Rev. Mr. Woodrow
was installed as pastor of the Plymouth
Congregational Church, Providence,
R. I. Since the beginning of his pastorate, the parishioners have decided
to build a new church edifice.
'89.—John .1. Ilutchinson has received the degree of I'h.I), from Chi-
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cago University. His thesis was "On
the Reduction of Hyperelliptic Functions to Elliptic Functions by a Transformation of the Second Degree."
Mr. Ilutchinson now holds a position
as instructor in Mathematics in Cornell
University.
''.)().—Miss Jennie L. Pratt is in the
Christian Training School at Springfield, Mass.
".)().—II. J. Piper is in the Theological School at Andover.
'91.—On Thursday. November 28th,
at Brockton, Mass., F. W. Larrabee
of Auburn was married to Miss Bertha
L. Wood of Brockton. Mr. Larrabee
has been appointed junior house officer
at the Hitchcock Hospital, connected
with Dartmouth College. He is a student at Dartmouth and the office referred to is a competitive position
having many applicants.
'94.—F. C. Thompson is principal
of the Sanford High School.
''.>.').—.1. N. B. Robertson is teaching
at Acushnet, Mass.
'95.—Hamilton, Miss Nash, and
Miss Wright were in attendance at the
Rhode Island Educational Convention,
recently held in Providence.

SxGhariQos-

" It is much easier to be critical than to he
correct.''—Disraeli.

BECEMBER exchanges furnish much
pleasant reading. They show, however, such marked similarity in two
general respects that the pen of the
reviewer at once traces out the words
"foot-ball" and "Christinas literature." These topics are-in their sea-

son and very interesting, yet, even at
the close of an exciting foot-ball season, it is somewhat disappointing to
pick up a college magazine, typographically pleasing, and find the subject of
athletics treated almost to the exclusion
of all else. To the Christmas literature, which comprises much good fiction
and verse, are due many words of
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praise. We feel sure that the Muse
of poesy did faithfully her annual duty
of inspiring all the young hards to
write of the Nativity, of the mistletoe, too, we might add.
Among the exchanges which are especially attractive this month is the
Dartmouth Lit, which is full of interesting matter, and maintains a very
high literary standard.
The short story seems to be in great
favor, and we notice that several of
our leading college magazines offer
prizes to be competed for in this line
of work. A few worthy representatives of the college fiction of the current issue are "Tangent" in the Harvard Monthly, " Hack Marvin " and " A
Financial Error" in the Brown Magazine, and "Cupid at Basket Hall" in
the Sibyl.
In the Williams Lit the remarks on
criticism under "Collegiate Press" are
very able and deserve a careful reading.
We clip the following verses:
THK SKVKNTH WAVE.

[A Sonnet.]
As when one wandering on the surf-washed
strand
Looks o'er the restless, surging waves and
near
Soes each succeeding wave roll in a sheer
And massy wall, that wonderfully grand
BootQB like low thunder on the quivering sand,
And sees beyond the sixth a seventh appear,
Its creeping, crest-like Hash of sword or
spear,
Fierce hurling 'gainst the cliff its mighty hand,
And leaping, crashing, grinding 'gainst its hase
Recede into the caverns of the deep;
So in our lives oftlimes there wells a wave
That Hoods the soul with memories of days
Long passed, and from life's commonplace
we leap,
As flotsam on the tide, to heights we crave.
—Dartmouth Lit.
A SKATING SONG.
The sound of the bugle over the hill—
Ho! lads, ho!
The twang of the bowstring, silvery shrill,
Across the waste of snow.

Then husk ye, all my merry men,
And arm ye for the fight,
There's many a heart now whole, I ken,
Will helpless lie this night—
For who can hrave a maiden's glance
Or ward her dear device—
What time the moonheams are adance
Along the diamond ice ?
The gallant rush as the squadrons wheelAway! lads, away!
The rollicking call and the ring of steel —
Ah! but the world is gay.
So, merry men, lay down your arms
And quit a vanquished field,
For we are bound by stronger charms
Than Baron Frost can wield.
The icy chains of doughty Jack
Must vanish at a breath,
But these fond ties we wear, alack!
Shall hold us to the death.
Dan Cupid's how is never still—
And like a bell
Sounds Love's light laughter over the hillA sweet farewell.
—Nassau Lit.
LIFE AND DEATH.

A tuneless theme, a soulless strain,
A striving for lost chords in vain;
Death's prelude ever shall remain
A throbbing threnody.
A thrilling theme, a spiritual strain,
Attainment of life's efforts vain;
Death's advent will ever contain
A master's melody.

—Brunontan.
BEYOND THE MUSIC.

When moved by music there is something more,
Beyond the art than what the artists sing;
Along the wood and string the voices ring
Melodiously, and open many a door
Of sweet access and glad along the score
My spirit Hies for entrance—lo, the wing
Of fantasy is stayed, and may not bring
To perfect light the eager soul it bore!
I traveled through the lives of many men,
Seeking the gleam of their far isles of gold;
I sought the elflnland of book and song,
That smilingly retreated from my ken;
But still behind the harmonies unrolled,
Fair portals open to a glorious throng!
—Bachelor of Arts.
REMEMBER.

One faded Hower I kept for aye;
In mem'ry's book 'tis laid away
Between the leaves!
No token from a loved one's hand,
No treasure from a foreign land,
Yet 'round it weaves
A spell beneath whose power my heart
Becomes of those faint ashes part.
My blind thoughts grope
Far backward to the buried day
I plucked it from the grave where lay
My fondest hope!
—Polytechnian.
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Our Rook-ShsIF.
|N this shelf it is our purpose to keep
interesting new hooks of all kinds
and on all subjects. From month to
month we shall tell you of the new
features of our Book-Shelf and shall
call your attention to the most valuable
works recently published. No dustcovered, musty, time-worn works, bearing the imprint of the ages, shall have
a place on our shelf. For all such
works, we advise you to seek out some
antiquarian. This little corner shall he
devoted solely to books whose exterior
and date, at least, give them the title
of modern.
For our first book we have chosen a
very attractive one. We are charmed
with the little volumeof Lyrics,1 written
by T. B. Aldrich. It consists of about
fifty short poems made up of touches
from nature, thoughts from foreign
travels, songs, fanciful pictures, moods
described, and tributes to great men.
The music of the verses is very pretty
and is well suited to the subjects. We
particularly noticed the melody in The
Voices of the Sea and On Lynn Terrace.
The thoughts throughout the book are
delicate, fanciful, and refined. In many
of the poems there is an undertone
of subdued melancholy, perhaps most
prominent in Broken Music. And yet
in others we are delighted with the halfplayful, almost mischievous spirit of
the verses, as in A Serenade, Insomnia,
and Comedy. The style of the poems
is always graceful and pleating, and
the language is choice. After examining this dainty little volume, so
artistically arranged and so prettily
CD

CD

bound, we feel that we have had only
a glimpse of something beautiful, and
are unwilling to listen to the author's
parting words, as he says:
If my best wines inislike thy taste,
And my best service win thy frown,
Then tarry not, I bid thee haste,
There's many another inn in town.

Another valuable work and one thoroughly practical is the book by Washington Gladden, entitled Ruling Ideas
of the Present Age.2 It is a clearly
written and forcible presentation of
the problems of the day from a Christian standpoint, and furnishes much
food for thought. The author makes
us feel the personal responsibility of
each one toward his fellow-beings in
society, in business relations, and as a
citizen. He impresses upon us our dutv
to be interested in whatever is of concern to those about us, and he discusses
many interesting problems.
Mr. Gladden has very decided views
about charity. He believes that indiscriminate giving is bad, and he despises
a generosity prompted by a desire for
fame. His chapter on The One and
The Many, showing the relation of the
individual to society, is written in a
very concrete style, which adds much
to its interest. We are glad to see
that the author is a patriotic American,
and that he considers it not only the
privilege but the duty of every citizen
to exercise his civic rights. The chapter on Public Opinion is strong and
pointed. He carefully distinguishes
between public opinion and "public
passion." The book as a whole is energetic and sensible.
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Lovers Three Thousand Years Ago*
arouses our curiosity by its title. It is
an interpretation of the book of Solomon, as a love-story. According to
this author's views, the principal characters are a shepherd and a shepherdess
who have formed a mutual attachment.
Through the agency of the maiden's
brothers and certain other characters,
she is taken to Solomon's court, where
she is urged to become one of his wives,
of whom he already has sixty. She,
however, deaf to all entreat}', remains
faithful to her shepherd lover, who
soon appears and takes her back to her
home. This explanation, as you see,
is clever and rather unique.
Another book in reference to the Old
Testament is entitled The Prophets of
Israel.* Its author is a German pro-

fessor, and the book is a critical, carefully written work, showing the function
of the Israelitish prophets in their connection with .Jewish history. The author
considers Jeremiah the greatest of the
prophets and Isaiah the most eloquent.
The book certainly shows deep research
and an extensive knowledge of Hebrew
and of Jewish history. It would prove
valuable as a reference book to be used
in connection with the study of the
Prophetic Books of the Bible.
i Later Lyrics. By T. B. Aldrich. (Hough-

ton, Mifflin & Co., Boston and New York.)
8
Ruling Ideas Of the Present Age. By Washington Gladden. (Houghton, Miftiin & Co.,
Boston and New York; $1.25.)
3
Two Lovers Tliree Thousand Years Ago.
Bv Rev. T. A. Goodwin, D.I). (Open Court
Publishing Co., Chicago; 90.00.)
* The Prophets of Israel. By Carl Heinrich
Cornill. Translated by Button F. Cock ran.
(Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago.)

(3IippinQs_
A FOOT-BALL PLAYKK'S EPITAPH.
Here lies my flesh and broken hones,
Never again in this world to wake,
And over my fate my sad soul mourns,
T died for the want of more hones to break.
— The Unit.

In the beginning, man was created
with a funny-bone, and to this day he
laughs up his sleeve. He is the only
animal that laughs except the woman,
who at present laughs more than man,
perhaps on account of the size of her
sleeves!—Ex.
Under an ancient elm she stood,
A fairy form in grey—
Her eyes were bright as the stars at night
And she merrily trilled a lay.
I stood in the shadow and watched her face,
It was eerie and passing fair,
As the ditty she sang so merrily rang
On the waves of the evening air.

I was stirred to the depths of my very soul—
Ne'er heard I a voice like that,
And I threw all I owned at her very feet,
For she was my neighbor's cat.
—Ex.

The following is a yell given at one
of the Western colleges :
Oats, alfalfa, barley, hay!
Pumpkins! Beets! L! A! A!
"Hast thou a lover? " asked he,
" Oh maiden of the Rhine? "
She blushed in sweet confusion,
And softly faltered, " nein."
He felt rebuffed and knew not
What best to say, and then
A sudden thought came to him,
He pleaded, " Make it ten."
" What makes the boys leave college so? "
The thoughtless preps inquire;
The adage will the reason show—
" Where there's smoke there's fire."
—Colby Echo.
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Your Class Work is to go somewhere.
i have been the Class Photographer while in
Boston of Boston University School of Law,
Medicine, and Philology; Concord High, Somerville High, Boston Latin, Emerson School of
Oratory, and many others.

Absolutely the best for lecture work.
No Student should be without one.
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Agent for Bates College.
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LATIN SCHOOL.
This Institution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine. The special object of
the school is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of Bates College, though
students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the classes
which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association
with students of more advanced standing and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first
year, or third class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The
classes are so arranged that students can enter the school at any time during the year.
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Books, Stationery, etc.,
100 Lisbon St., Lewiston.
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• CHARLES A. ABBOTT, •
Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals, Fine Toilet Soaps, Brushes, Combs, <k
Corner Lisbon and Main Streets,
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles in great variety.
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PRINTER

21 LISBON STREET,
LEWISTON.

FINE COLLEGE »KD SOCIETY PRINTING
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Lewiston, Maine.

Physicians' Prescriptions accurately compounded.
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Water
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FINE WORK WITH PROMPTNESS.

Dentist,
Corner Main and Lisbon St«., LEWISTON.
Teeth Pilled, Teeth Extracted.
Gold Crowns and Bridge Work, and Artificial Teeth
all at low prices.
■1" Years' Experience.

J. H. STETSON & CO.,
DKALKK8 IN

Teams will be run to and from
the College, collecting Tuesdays and
delivering Fridays.
Bundles may be left at the Bookstore.

STOVKS AND FURNACKS,

Kitchen Furnishing Goods,

D. D. MERRILL & CO.,

Tin, Iron, Copper, Wooden and Granite Iron Ware.
Tin Roofing and Slating.
65 Lisbon Street,
LEWISTON, ME.

Auburn, Maine.
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MAINE'S LEADING CROCKERY STORE.

Artistic Dinner, Tea,
and Toilet Ware.
Attractive Glass Ware.
Latest Notions in Lamps.
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Twin City China Co
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E. H. GERRISH,
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LEWISTON.

MRS. C. A. NEAL'S

APOTHECARY,
145 Lisbon St., cor. Ash, LEWISTON, ME.
Prescriptions promptly and accurately prepared.
Full line of Chemicals, Drugs, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, &<;., at Reasonable Prices.
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We
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Young
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BOOK-BINDERY,
JOURNAL BLOCK,

LEWISTON,

MAINE.

Magazines, Music, etc.. Bound in a Neat
and Durable Manner.
Killing and Blank Book Work of Every Description
Done to Order.

to distribute
our advertisements in part payment for a high grade Acme
bicycle, wnlch we send them on approval. No
work done until the bicycle arrives and proves
satisfactory.

♦♦♦»♦»«»»♦

Young Ladies eW&S2,e

If boys or girls apply they must be well recommended, write for particulars.

ACME CYCLE COHPANY,
ELKHART, IND.
Ohio Association Union Ex-Prisoners
of the War.
•

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

Sept. 12, is(.i.>.

Acme Cycle Co., Elkhart, fad.
DBAB SIRS:—The Acme Light Roadster came
to hand O. K. on the llltli inst., and I must frankly
say it meets my fullest expectations, and I am very
much pleased with it. I consider it a strictly high,
grade up-to-date wheel in every detail of design,
material, construction, and finish, and is fully equal,
if not superior to many of the best (100.00 wheels
sold on the market here. I believe the Acme frame
is the strongest and most rigid and the most graceful anil lightest frame built. It is a beauty among
beauties, and cannot fail to satisfy.
Yours truly,
CHAS. T. KEETCH,
Recording Secretary.
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MUNN & CO., otil BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Oldest bureau for securing patents In America.
Every patent taken out by us Is brought before
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Largest circulation of any scientific paper In the
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F. W. BOWLEY,
DEA1.EK IN

Coal and Wood
Every grade of Hard and Soft Wood, Fitted
or Uniitted, at Lowest Market Prices.
OFFICE AND YARD:

Rear of 270 Main St., LEWISTON, ME.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
WHEN
BATES
Students are always
in demand.
Register now.
Be sure and travel by the

•••

|V|AINE CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Pullman's Palace Parlor and Sleeping Cars—
PintSOn Gas, Finest Road-Bed, Most Complete
Equipment, ami always
UP TO DATE.

DAY TRIPS.

WM. F. JARVIS,

Are often taken by the students, for the study
of botany, mineralogy, etc., and on half-holidays for sport with rod and gun.
Hard studv is necessary to success, but sols

MANAGER,

(N. E. Bureau of Education),

BOSTON, MASS.

3 Somerset St.,
J. T.

RICHARDSON,

Successor to Richardson, Farr & Co.,

^•^

RECREATION.

Whenever you travel for business or pleasure,
remember the MAINE CKNTUAI, RAILROAD oilers
the best service.
PAYSON TUCKKK,
F. E. BOOTH BY
Vloe-Prest. and Gen. Man.
Gen. i'ass. Agt., Portland, He,
•BDidun:s.ino SOS pan \\«0
•%9uan\Q [njiinveq pun .won nqi jo s.ioii:utKi.i( >
•MOXSIAVai 'IS "!«IV TOI

DEALER IN

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
Gloves. Umbrellas of all kinds.
SAMPLE AM) DAMAGK1) SHOES a Specialty.
137 Main Street^ ^LEWISTON, ME.
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Executed.
Steam Heat

Electric Lights.

'SJ9L|dBJSO|OL(d
IHT-HOIH

'Na'nv s aoNiHd
AMES & MERRILL,
DEALERS IN

p* xchange I—I otel,
E. MURCH & SON,
EBEN MURCH,
HAHHY T. MURCH.

'

OEO. H. CURTIS.

PROP'RS,

Chapel St., LEWISTON, ME.

CUT-RATE TICKETS.
Mileage Books Bought, Sold,or Loaned. Also,
Railroad Tickets at Low Bates.
48 Ash St., Opp. Post-Offlce, LEWISTON.
Tickets to Portland, Boston, and all points on the M. C,
0. T., and B. & M. ltailroads, at Low Rates.
282-12.

All kinds of Fruits, Meat, Came, and Poultry,
Flour and Molasses.
LEWISTON, ME.

187 Main Street,

ELBRIDOE E. VAHNUM.

CURTIS & VARNUM,

TELEPHONE

Fine Teas, Coffees, and Spices,

LOWERS
For all occasions at

9 GREENHOUSES,

574
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Main Street,
LEWISTON.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

BATES COLLEGE.
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT
JOHN II. RANI), A.M.,

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

Professor of Mathematics.

President.

REV. JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

RKV.

ALFRED W. ANTHONY, A.M.,
Fullonton Professor of New Testament Greek.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M.,
Professor of Chemistry.

Professor of Greek and Latin Language*.

WILLIAM H. HARTSHORN, A.M.,
REV. BENJAMIN F. HATES, D.D.,
Professor of Apologetics and Pastoral Theology.

Professor of Rhetoric.

WILLIAM C. STRONG, A.M..
Professor of Physics.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,
Professor of Modern Language?.

HERBERT R. PURINTON,
Instructor in Hebrew and Church History.

RKV.

JAMES ALBERT HOWE, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology and Homiletics.

PORTER H. DALE,
Instructor in Elocution.

v

0 LA SSI GA L DEPA R TM ENT.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.

\

Candidates for admission to the Freshman Class are examined as follows:—
LATIN: In nine hooks of Virgil's/Kneid; the Catiline of Sallust; six orations of Cicero; thirty exercises in Jones's
Latin Composition; Latin Grammar (Harkness or Allen ,v Greenough). GREEK : In three hooks of Xcnoplion's Anabasis;
two books of Homer's Iliad; twenty exercises in Jones's Greek Composition) Goodwin's or Hadlcy's Greek Grammar.
MATHEMATICS : In Arithmetic, in Wentworth's Elements of Algebra, and Plane Geometry or Equivalents. ENGLISH :
In Ancient Geography, Ancient History, English Composition,and one of the following English Classics: Shakespeare's
King John and Twelfth Night ; W< rdsworth's Excursion (first book); Irving's Hraccbridgc Hall ; Hawthorne's Twice Told
Tales (second volume).
All candidates tin-advanced standing will 1« examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those previously punned
by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be required from those who have been members of other colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Commencement, on Wednesday preceding Commencement, and on Saturday preceding the first day of the Fall Term.
The examinations for admission to College will be both written anil oral.
Hereafter no special students will be admitted to any of the College classes

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses for board, tuition, room rent, and incidentals are $180. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of
thirty-seven scholarships anil various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their excuses
otherwise.
Student! contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College, established by vote of the corporation July 21,1870. It occupies Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in charge of a special Faculty appointed by the College
corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonial! of good standing tu some Christian church, and 10 give
evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of which they are members respectively, or
by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular course of study, must be prepared for
examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Algebra,
and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and use of libraries free.
COMMENCEMENT, Thursday
JINK 25,1896-

BUSINESS DIRECTOR Y.

4te&
227 Washington St.,

/Aa.oufe'cturcrs rf

Half-Tone Cuts.
reproduction* of

f Allege dKetebes,
Illustrations for

(§IIegeJoui1)Al^dB°oto
Reproductions oj Pencil |nk
«
Ji'd\vio|s, (ra^pn. <5cri pt, Autc^rApb |erter3>,o»

Vi@Icic Building
1

copies of Arcmtectural.SeienHjics--^
y • • and otl)er Drawings.

(plass pictures
Jortraiteojtbe Faculty
printed, to bind in (olle^elto&s^iJournala.

(all ^rds-A\eou(ardsDaioeeGrder5^Artistic pro^rarDrpes.^ j

Invitations^ J/A^
^^ Pa**

/

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Flagg & Plummer,
&

Successors to ODRTIB & Ross,

solicit the patronage of tiic
readers of the

■STUDENT.

^5£

We Make a Specialty of Class Pictures,

Everything pertaining to an
up-to-date

GRADUATION
OUTFIT

—■*

And call your attention to the quality of work sent
out from our Studio in the past, and it will lie our
endeavor to keep it to their standard of excellence,
and to please our customers in every particular.
WE GUARANTEE
•J
SATISFACTION
TO ALL.
*

^

Thanking our Mends for the patronage given

Always in stock. PRICES THE LOWEST.
.Special values from day to day, which
makes our store headquarters for
prudent buyers.

OSWALD

[E«S PHOTOGRAPHERS

&

ARMSTRONG.

US in the past, it shall be our aim to merit the same
in the future. We shall be pleased to receive correspondence from any school or college in regard
to prices, etc., for class pictures.

FLAGG & PLUMMER,
Over Banner Clothing House,

LEWISTON, ME.

\»

lU,B<iANT

* POINTING EXECUTED AT THE

,»

j ovima 1 Offi ce,
LEWISTON, ME.
V-I-JE make a specialty of Printing
for Schools and Colleges.

.

.

ADORESS,

PUBLISHERS OF JOURNAL,
LEWISTON, MAINE.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

ISe

FisK Teacners' Agencies
EVERETT 0. FISK &, CO.,
I'ltOl'RIETORS.

Send to any of the following addresses
for Agency Manual Free.
4 Asliluirtou Place, BOSTON, MASS.
70 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK, N. Y.
1248Twelfth St., WASHINGTON, I). C.
850 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, III.
•2") King Street, West, TORONTO, CAN.
420 Century Building, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
680 stimson Block, Los ANGBLE8, CAL.
107 Keith .V Perry Building, KANSAS CITV, Mo.

788 Cooper Building,

COTRELL & LEONARD,
MAKKKS

OF

CAPS **
GOWNS

TO

DENVER, COL.

WE MAKE WHEELS

Too!

Tin:

A M BBIOAN
1'MVERSITIES.

ALBANY, N. Y.
Illustrated Treatise, Samples, etc., upon application.

WAKEFIELD BROTHERS,

**,

114 Lisbon St., LEWISTON,
I ■ I

\ 1 I I:~

IN

Brufls, flDefcicfnes, Cbemicals,

Quality Guaranteed the
OUR

Fine Toilet Soaps, Bruslies, Combs, etc.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Articles.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded.

PATENTS

Promptly secured. Trade-Marks, Copyrights
nnd Labels registered. Twenty-five years experience. We report whether patent can be
secured or not, free of charge. Our fee not due
until patent is allowed. 3£puge Hook Free.
H. B. WILLSON & CO., Attorneys at Law,
Opp. U.S. 1'ut. office. WASHINGTON, D.C.

J. T.

RICHARDSON,

Successor to Richardson, Furr & Co.,
DEALER IN

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers,
Gloves, and Umbrellas of all kinds.
SAMPLE AND DAMAGED SHOES a Specialty.
137 Main Street, - LEWISTON, ME.
Repairing Promptly and Neatly Executed.

THE

LINES, WEIGHTS AND
PRICES
ARC RIGHT !

ELDREDGE ^ BELVIDERE
IN TWENTY-FIVE STYLES.
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

National Sewing Machine Co.
BELVIDERE, ILL.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

UNION
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE

The Way to Get Rich
The easiest—the safest road Is l>v starting early in life a 20-year
Endowment Policy. The annual payment by young men of less
than ■>'/, of the principal, tor 20 years, purchases $1,000, due at
that time, and gives insurance protection ail the while in a
reliable Maine institution. Ask for free hi-monthly illustrated
paper. Incorporated 1S4S.

Home Office, PORTLAND, ME.

COMPANY.

LEWISTON STEAM DYE HOUSE,
141

Main

Street, LEWISTON.

Dyeing and Cleansing in all its branches. Lace Curtains Cleansed and Finished to look like new.
Naphtha or Dry Cleansing a Specialty.
JOSEPH

LEBLANC,

Proprietor.

J. P. MURPHY,
MANAGEU.

Wholesale Dealers
and Workers of

Granite, Marble, and All Kinds of Freestone,

2 to 10 Bates Street, Near Upper M. C. R. R. Depot,
;

«

LEWISTON,

IVIE.

Estimates furnished on
application.
Tolophono No. 23-4.

F. SCMUTOW &> SON,
Fine Tailoring.
We shall show this season all the Novelties for Spring and Summer Suitings, Overcoatings, and Trouserings, which we are prepared to make up in first-class order, ami at REASONABLE PRICES for good work.

Dealers in Ready-Made Clothing and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
23 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, MAINE.
OF NEW YOKE.
■

JORDAN-FROST LUMBER CO.,

Lumber, Coal,^Wood,
Foot of Cross Canal, Lewiston.
COAL OFFICES

at 181 Lisbon Street and at Yard.

Oldest, Largest, and Strongest
Company in the world.
Assets, $-204,(i38,783.96.

Insurance, H- c-

LITTLE &
AGENTS,

17 LI8HON ST., LKWISTON.

IOSEPH fil LLOTT'S

*

SON,

STEEIYPENS.

I

THE FAVORITE NUMBERS, 303,404,332,351,170,
AND HIS OTHER STYLES
SOLD BYALL DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

\ Q times out of \ (J
The New York Journal recently offered ten bicycles to the ten winners
in a guessing contest, leaving the
choice of machine to each.
I am constantly Improving my stock of

10013 iBL
Of all kinds

ALL CHOSE

*M«8 Columbia

FOR LADIES AND GENTS.

Bicycles

Call and Examine for Yourselves.

Nine immediately, and
one after he had looked
C. 0. MORRELL,
at others. The Journal
Corner Main and Lisbon Streets, LEWISTON. therefore bought TEN
Columbias at $100 each.
SIGN BIG BLACK BOOT.

<

On even terms a Columbia will be chosen

TQayne's (g)rchestra.
FRED G. PAYNE,
Manager.

TEN times out of TEN.
POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
1896 Art Catalogue for two 2-cent stamps.

138 Lisbon Street.

FRANK KILG0RE,

First-Class Carriages
FUKNI8IIK1) FOll

PrPhlP PORTLAND, ME.

House

J. C. WHITE,
l'rop'r.

WEDDINGS AND PLEASURE PARTIES
At any time. All new, neat, and first-class, with
careful and gentlemanly drivers.

E. & M. S. MILLETT,

HEARSE AND HACKS FOR FUNERALS AT SHORT NOTICE.

jflNE /IftlLLINERY.

HACK OFFICES: Gerrish's DriiK Store; Itesi.
deuce, 107 College Street.

Special reduction given to Students
mentioning this advertisement.

CONNECTED BY TELEPHONE.

13 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

If you want to

Protect your family,
Provide for the future,
Secure low rates,
Insure while you're young

ENEFIT

J*\AINE B

SSOC,ATION

-•■

LIFE A

Of Auburn, IVlsiime,
ON THE NATURAL PREMIUM PLAN.
Cash Assets,
Paid Beneficiaries,

$120,000.00
- - 1,133,800.00

Send for applications or circulars.
Agents wanted at liberal terms.
GEORGE C. WING.

■

M. F. RICKER,

PRESIDENT.

NATHAN W. HARRIS,

MANAGER.

SEC'Y AND TREAS.

oiin l Wlituey, •
IRecjistereo

••JipothecariJ,
28 LISBON STREET,
LEWISTON.

=®=

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately
Compounded.

DR. EMERY BAILEY,
DENTIST,
No. 20 LISBON ST.,

- LEWISTON.

Oas administered to extract Teeth.

PRIIJTIIJG 4- f
OF ALL KINDS
Executed "■illi Neatness and Dispatch, in the
Highest Style of the Art,
At the Office of the

k

WALKER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Oysters, Clams, and Lobsters
Goods Delivered Without Extra Charge.
56 Bates St., Near Main St., Lewiston, Me.
THE LARGEST STOCK OF CHOICE

cwiston Jourqal.
- WWWVW-

WK MAKE A SPECIALTY OK

Flour, Groceries,
Provisions, etc.,
In the City, can he found with
NEALEY & MILLER,
Cor. Main and Bates Streets, LEWISTON,
jgpBottom Prlew always guaranteed.

First-Class Book!College Printing

B. LITCHFIELD & CO.,

SUCH AS

DKALKKS IN

Programmes, Catalogues, Addresses,

Groceries and Provisions,

Sermons, Town Reports, Etc.

249 Main Street, Lewiston.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

African-American Gold Mining
and Trading Company,
100 BROADWAY,NEW YORK CITY.
OUR COUNTRY NEEDS IT-GOLD!
The principal objects of this company are to buy,
sell and operate gold mines.
Perhaps you cannot afford totouy an entire gold
mine, but you can have an interest in several valuable ones through us.
Enormous fortunes have been made in gold mining, but never were the opportunities greater than
tliey are today.
The ownership of a few shares of our stock may
make you rich.
Some of the wealthiest men of to-day became so
through mining. Theory of the whole world is for
Gold ! and its value and necessity is being more
ful y appreciated i ach day.
All precious mineral di-coveries are practically
gifts to tne people. Each i>erson is entitled to what
he can fairly get. Why uot try for yourself through
us now ?
Splendid ©pportunies for securing great bargains
in mines come to us constantly. Our agents are reporting from the gold fields I f (his continent and
from Africa. The company owns two promising
projKjrties in Cripple Cr«.ek. We propose to develop
one of the most remarkable, well-proven placer
mines in the world- It has already produced about
$2,000,000 by crude surface working, and is estimated to contain 0T8T $25,000,000 in gold.
flow is the time to invest with us. Do not wait
until every man, woman and child is eager to buy
and prices have advanced enormously.

In 1887 the first shipments of gold, amounting to
less than $600,000, were made from South Africa.
In 1894 the production was nearly $40,000,000. It is
estimated that works under way and contemplated
will produce $100,000,000 per year.
Less than five years ago Cripple Creek was unknown as a mining camp. In 1802 it produced
$200,000. It is now producing $1,000,000 per month.
Two old men, tired out and a'most hopeless, not
many years since clung desperately to a small hole
in the ground which showed some traces of gold.
That hole has since yielded over $2,000,000.
The Idaho Mine has paid nearly $0,000,000 in
dividends, the Crown Point nearly $12,000,000, the
Belcher over $15,000,000.
We know of no other prominent industry paying
such large dividends on capital invested as fully
developed producing gold mines. The rate of 25 per
cent, per annum is quite common, while phenomenal returns are made in many instances.
We offer for sale 50,000 shares of our capital stock
at the par value—

$10 PER SHARE.
Payable $2 per share on application and $1 fortnightly, beginning Feb. 1, 1396. However, those
dssir'ng to pay in full can secure certificates nt full
paid stock at once.
Remit by check or post-office or express order or
registered letter to AUSTIN GALLAGHER, Secretary, 100 Broadway, New York.

BUSINESS DIEECTORY.
BUY YOUR_.

mm

CLOTHING
OF

Our New Spring Samples are now ready. The largest and best line ever shown In Lewlston.
to order every kind and description of

We make

High-Grade Custom Clothing ^WJSSttlSM*
Guaranteed in every instancy Ready-Made

Department

JU^M.

will be found at all times a large and well-selected assortment of up-to-date, ready-to-wear Clothing, at
popular prices.

RICHARDS & MERRILL, The Clothiers, 49 Lisbon St.

MARLIN

REPEATING RIFLES.
Fewer Parts Than Any Other Repeater.
Lightest Weight, Easiest Working.
No Tools Necessary to Take Rifle Apart.
Made in All Calibres.

Catalogues
mailed free by

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn.

DENTIST.

DOYLE BROS.,

Percy fl. HoWe, D.D.S.,
Osgood Block, LEWISTON.
OFFICK

HOURS: 8 to 12 A.M., 1 to 6
evenings.

fOR NICE

PURE CANDIES

P.M.,

-:o»

32-38 Lisbon Street,
and

-»$-

.GO TO

A. E. HARLOW'S,

LEWISTON, ME.
Special Bargains in all Athletic Goods.
CALL OX

-*■

A. L. GRANT
FOR

Where a large stock and variety is always on hand.
A. E. HARLOW, 58 Lisbon St.
ICECREAM, FRUIT, AND SODA.

FESSENDEN I. DAY
Hathaway, Soule & Harrington's

••

GENTS' FINE SHOES.

Trimby & Brewster's

••

LADIES' FINE SHOES.

Hot Chocolate and Coffee.
ALTON L. GRANT,

CoDftctfooft! tod

GMRW,

160 Lisbon St., LEWISTON.

| WE

CLOTHE

Man or Boy from top to toe.
Clothing is our specialty.
s,

We sell everything but shoes.

SUITS FOR DRESS.

Tailor-Made

We Want Your Trade In

Cutaway Frocks in Black Clay Worsteds,
$10, |12, $15, SIS, and $20.
There is no guess-work about the quality
of our Worsteds, they have stood the test
of years.

SUITS FOR BUSINESS.
Sack Styles in CassiiniTes.Cheviots, Serges,
and Worsteds, $8 to $20.
We guarantee the 111, making alterations
when necessary. Even the best Merchant
Tailor on earth" has to do that.

Hen's Furnishings
Such as Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Gloves,

Stockings, and Underwear.
SWEATERS for "gym" or
out-door wear, Btfe. to $:!.
Heavy All Worsted Knit,
Double Collars, or I.ace
Front,with Sailor Collars,
Black, Blue, or Garnet.
An especially good grade
at $2.00.

R. IM. SYKES & CO.,
54 Lisbon Street, LEWISTON, HE.

THE LARGEST AND
LEADING CLOTHING
HOUSE OF
Advanced Styles in High-Grade Goods.
■JflfliMnmiMii

MAINE.

JTAILOR=MADE GARMENTS

That are unequ.:!ed in tit and general excellence. Introducers of Novelties and the best of everything
pertaining to correct dress. The latest ideas and standard shapes in all grades of

HARD AND SOFT HATS.

A

«Sr'f||lNlSills,

PROMOTERS AND MAINTAINERS OF

LOW

PRICES.

BANNER CLOTHING HOUSE,
(Successors to BlOKNBLL & NBAL),
BABBITT BROS., The One-Price, Cash, Square-Dealing Twin Clothiers, Owners and Managers,

Nos. 134 to 140 Lisbon St., LEWISTON, ME.

J. N. WOOD
& CO
PRINTED AT JOURNAL OFFICE, LEWISTON.

